S.B.R.

Cohesion S.B.R.

Clean & Polish Maintainer

The Cohesion Floor Care Program is a new generation system designed for less maintenance. Use Cohesion SBR-Clean & Polish Maintainer with an automatic scrubber equipped with an appropriate clean and polish* floor pad to remove dirt and build gloss.

Cohesion SBR – Clean & Polish Maintainer
• Works with Clean and Polish pads to remove soil and build gloss
• Gloss builds with each cleaning
• Save labor...No need to burnish
Clean and Polish Daily Maintenance Floor Pads
– For daily autoscrubbing
*3M® Clean & Shine™ Pads
*Americo® Smart Scrub™ Scrub & Shine
These pads are available from your local distributor

Multi-Task Dispensing System
The unique patented Multi-Task container gives you dilution flexibility.

Secure Dispensing
Accurately dispenses two or more products from the Multi-Task wall mount dispenser at the touch of a button.

Squeeze and Pour
No equipment required. Simply squeeze the container to measure the desired amount.

Easy-Fill Gun
Dilutes product at 2.5GPM into RTU container, mop bucket or autoscrubber.

Flex-4
Wall mount, four product dispenser, dial in and press button.

Markets
Food Service    Hospitality
Education       Contract Services
Commercial      Health Care
Retail          Churches
Day Care        Property Management
**Cohesion**

**S.B.R.**

**Directions**

**Directions for use:**

**Autoscrubber Application**
1. Dust mop floor to remove loose dirt.
3. Scrub using a clean & polish pad*.
4. Allow floor to dry thoroughly.
   Optional: Burnish with appropriate high speed pad.

**Directions for use:**

**Mop On Application**
1. Dust mop floor to remove loose dirt.
2. Dilute S.B.R. in mop bucket at 2-3 oz/gallon.
3. Damp mop the floor with a clean mop head.
4. Allow floor to dry thoroughly.
5. Burnish with appropriate high speed pad.

**Safe for the Environment**
- No VOC's
- No Butyl or other solvents
- No Nonylphenol Ethoxylate (NPE's)
- No Phosphates

**Quick Guide**

**Dilution**
1:128 *Dilute with cold water
Squeeze n Pour............. 1 oz (29 mL) per gallon of water
Yield per 2 liters.......... 68 Gallons RTU

**Uses**
For cleaning and polishing floor finish.

**Surfaces**
VCT tile, terrazzo, concrete.

**Equipment**
Autoscrubber equipped with clean & polish pads*

**Restrictions**
Use good safety practices: wear rubber gloves & safety goggles when handling cleaning products.
See SDS for further information.
Do not use with bleach, ammonia or alkaline cleaners.

---

**Properties**

- **Appearance**................. Clear, slightly hazy liquid
- **Fragrance**.................... Fresh Citrus/Floral
- **pH**............................ 7 - 8 (undiluted)
- **Specific Gravity**........... 1.001 - 1.006
- **Flashpoint**................... None
- **Foamability**.................. Low/Moderate
- **Hardwater Tolerance**....... Good
- **Detergency**.................. Very good
- **Phosphate-Free**............. Yes
- **Biodegradability**.......... Excellent
- **Storage Stability**.......... Excellent, 1 year minimum under normal conditions
- **Freeze-Thaw Stability**..... Will freeze - Agitate after thawing
- **Drying Time**................. Approx. 15 - 20 minutes (diluted)
- **Storage Temperature**...... 40°F minimum, 100°F maximum
- **Dilutions**.................... 1:128

---

** Packaging**

- 4 x 2 liter bottles
- 908922

---

**Disposal**:
Waste from normal cleaning procedures may be sewered, depending on the materials being cleaned as well as state, federal and local sewer commission regulations.

---

**Warning & Disclaimer**:
Results may vary. Multi-Clean chemicals are to be used only by appropriately trained personnel. IMPROPER USE POSES RISK OF PHYSICAL INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE. See appropriate Multi-Clean Method Bulletin for further warnings and information for your application. The suitability of and proper application of this product is the responsibility of the applicator. The manufacturer disclaims any warranties, express and implied, including any warranties of MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS OF PURPOSE. The manufacturer's liability is limited to replacement of or reimbursement for any product proved defective. No person has authority to waive these disclaimers or make any representations or warranties on behalf of the manufacturer, except in writing signed by the manufacturer.